JOIN US!
us out

Civil / Geotechnical Technician

www.fundyeng.com

Exciting and Unique Opportunity

It is remarkable what Fundy Engineering Employee’s have achieved over the last 30 plus years, JOIN US! and help us
build the next 30 years.
Established over thirty years ago and now many thousands of projects later, our engineering expertise and experience
continues to grow. We are providing excellence with the multi-disciplinary engineering and business support work we do
for our clients we serve, throughout Atlantic Canada, as well as other Canadian and International communities.
As part of our ongoing growth and success we are pleased to be advertising for a key and critical position of CIVIL
GEOTECHNICAL TECHNICIAN within our Geotechnical/Civil Engineering department.
This comprehensive technical and practical Civil Technician position lends itself to someone who enjoys overseeing
multiple projects from the design stage to the execution stage of priorities. Naturally a major component of this position is
establishing excellent communication and rapport with contractors, civil supervisors and other professional disciplines to
enable the successful candidate to provide solutions and clarity on all priorities including managing schedules and
activities. Working on-site with contractors and other professional disciplines you will require significant experience and
expertise with foundations, pile driving, concrete work, compaction testing, civil inspection, geotechnical investigations,
blasting and geotechnical lab testing. The position will be responsible to review reference drawings providing details on
project specifications and standards create inspection reports and determine equipment needs.
If you possess a natural and proven ability to grasp sophisticated challenges and an inherent drive to do and be the best,
we would appreciate the opportunity to speak with you. Minimum qualifications to be considered for this opportunity are:
Diploma from Civil Technology program and registered or eligible to be registered as a P.Tech within the province of
New Brunswick and eligible for other jurisdictions, 2-3 years’ experience as a Civil Technologist managing independent
projects and related on-site Engineering. Naturally as part of this position at Fundy Engineering, experience and ability in
the areas of, organization, communications, leadership, guidance, directing work, decision making and a passion for
growth and development, need to be implicit as a natural approach to each day.
Remuneration and benefits are competitive and will reflect candidates’ specific level of experience and credentials in
alignment with the requirements, including, a comprehensive health care benefits program, group RRSP pension plan,
commitment to specialized training & development, a high level of flexibility and an uncompromised commitment to our
employees and their family. Please forward a cover letter and resume in confidence to Shari.Seeley@fundyeng.com by
email on or before Sunday September 12th, 2021.

